Home instruction is not NTI. Students will be using both a teacher and a modular based software program to complete coursework.

- There is no fee for home instruction.

- Students MUST commit for a semester once the school choice is made. If you choose to start your student at school, they **MUST complete the semester in person or vice versa.** We MUST have a firm number by August 1 so we can plan the school day and begin class assignments.

- If we have not heard from any parents by the August 1 deadline, students will be enrolled in the online program.
PLAN A: IN PERSON INSTRUCTION (GRADES 9-12)

HIGHLIGHTS OF PLAN A

• Students will attend school 5 days per week.

• Students will wear a mask in public spaces where they can not maintain social distance.

• If students test positive or are asked to quarantine, they can still take part in their normal classes via Google classroom and their attendance will be marked present but online those days.

• We will try every way possible to make each room and additional converted space into socially distanced rooms so students can have as normal as possible experience during the day.
HIGHLIGHTS OF PLAN B

- Students will attend school 5 days per week online from home.
- This home instruction will use Google Classroom, software for coursework as well as assigned teachers available for help and progress monitoring.
- Students and parents will consent to an agreement where students will do all of their work on time and under the same deadlines as their in-class peers.
- Parents will be updated every few weeks if a student is falling behind and will meet with an administrator if student is not meeting expectations and requirements.
PLAN C: SENIOR ACADEMY INSTRUCTION (GRADE 12 ONLY)

HIGHLIGHTS OF PLAN C

**Students must be approved for this option and be in good standing.

- Seniors will attend school 5 days per week half day (they must have their own means of transportation for this plan).

- Students will wear a mask in public spaces where they cannot maintain social distance.

- Students will take their core required courses, dual credit, or AP courses during morning periods.

- Students will be allowed to leave and complete internships, co-op, etc.

- If a student has an elective that does not require hands on experience (construction, welding, etc) they will be permitted to complete these electives as independent studies where they submit their work online.